
 

Scientists re-counted Australia's extinct
species, and the result is devastating

December 2 2019, by John Woinarski

  
 

  

The Tasmanian tiger is among the best known of our extinct species, but
researchers have now revealed the extent of the crisis. Credit: TASMANIAN
MUSEUM AND ART GALLERY
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It's well established that unsustainable human activity is damaging the
health of the planet. The way we use Earth threatens our future and that
of many animals and plants. Species extinction is an inevitable end point.

It's important that the loss of Australian nature be quantified accurately.
To date, putting an exact figure on the number of extinct species has
been challenging. But in the most comprehensive assessment of its kind,
our research has confirmed that 100 endemic Australian species living in
1788 are now validly listed as extinct.

Alarmingly, this tally confirms that the number of extinct Australian
species is much higher than previously thought.

The most precise tally yet

Counts of extinct Australian species vary. The federal government's list
of extinct plants and animals totals 92. However 20 of these are
subspecies, five are now known to still exist in Australia and seven
survive overseas—reducing the figure to 60.

An RMIT/ABC fact check puts the figure at 46.

The states and territories also hold their own extinction lists, and the
International Union for Conservation of Nature keeps a global database,
the Red List.

Our research collated these separate listings. We excluded species that
still exist overseas, such as the water tassel-fern. We also excluded some
species that, happily, have been rediscovered since being listed as extinct
, or which are no longer recognised as valid species (such as the obscure
snail Fluvidona dulvertonensis).

We concluded that exactly 100 plant and animal species are validly listed
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as having become extinct in the 230 years since Europeans colonised
Australia:

38 plants, such as the magnificent spider-orchid1 seaweed species34
mammals including the thylacine and pig-footed bandicoot10
invertebrates including a funnel-web spider, beetles and snails9 birds,
such as the paradise parrot4 frogs, including two species of the bizarre 
gastric-brooding frog which used its stomach as a womb3 reptiles
including the Christmas Island forest skink1 fish, the Pedder galaxias.

Our tally includes three species listed as extinct in the wild, with two of
these still existing in captivity.

The mammal toll represents 10% of the species present in 1788. This
loss rate is far higher than for any other continent over this period.

The 100 extinctions are drawn from formal lists. But many extinctions
have not been officially registered. Other species disappeared before
their existence was recorded. More have not been seen for decades, and
are suspected lost by scientists or Indigenous groups who knew them
best. We speculate that the actual tally of extinct Australian species since
1788 is likely to be about ten times greater than we derived from official
lists.

And biodiversity loss is more than extinctions alone. Many more
Australian species have disappeared from all but a vestige of their
former ranges, or persist in populations far smaller than in the past.

Dating the losses

Dating of extinctions is not straightforward. For a few Australian
species, such as the Christmas Island forest skink, we know the day the
last known individual died. But many species disappeared without us
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realising at the time.

Our estimation of extinction dates reveals a largely continuous rate of
loss—averaging about four species per decade.

Continuing this trend, in the past decade, three Australian species have
become extinct – the Christmas Island forest skink, Christmas Island
pipistrelle and Bramble Cay melomys—and two others became extinct in
the wild.

The extinctions occurred over most of the continent. However 21
occurred only on islands smaller than Tasmania, which comprise less
than 0.5% of Australia's land mass.

This trend, repeated around the world, is largely due to small population
sizes and vulnerability to newly introduced predators.

We must learn from the past

The 100 recognised extinctions followed the loss of Indigenous land
management, its replacement with entirely new land uses and new
settlers introducing species with little regard to detrimental impacts.

Introduced cats and foxes are implicated in most mammal extinctions;
vegetation clearing and habitat degradation caused most plant
extinctions. Disease caused the loss of frogs and the accidental
introduction of an Asian snake caused the recent loss of three reptile
species on Christmas Island.

The causes have changed over time. Hunting contributed to several early
extinctions, but not recent ones. In the last decade, climate change
contributed to the extinction of the Bramble Cay melomys, which lived
only on one Queensland island.
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The prospects for some species are helped by legal protection,
Australia's fine national reserve system and threat management. But
these gains are subverted by the legacy of previous habitat loss and
fragmentation, and the ongoing damage caused by introduced species.

Our own population increase is causing further habitat loss, and new
threats such as climate change bring more frequent and intense droughts
and bushfires.

Environment laws have demonstrably failed to stem the extinction crisis.
The national laws are now under review, and the federal government has
indicated protections may be wound back.

But now is not the time to weaken environment laws further. The
creation of modern Australia has come at a great cost to nature—we are
not living well in this land.

The study on which this article is based was also co-authored by Andrew
Burbidge, David Coates, Rod Fensham and Norm McKenzie.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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